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Greetings, and thank you for reading this issue of 
our ongoing analysis and commentary publication.  

Several months ago (October 9, 2006) I wrote an 
essay about the importance of permanency for chil-
dren in foster care.  One of the points I tried to make in 
that essay was that all children deserve to have their 
existence recognized in a positive, loving and affirm-
ing way by someone else somewhere in this world. 

In that essay I reflected upon my experience grow-
ing up adopted.  I reflected on the significance of the 
small things that many of us take for granted, such as 
going back home as an adult and seeing my childhood 
pictures hanging up on the wall and in photo albums 
in my parents’ house.  As an adult, I continue to know 
that my reality matters to someone else in this world… 
that someone else in 
this world acknowl-
edges and celebrates 
my very existence. 

In that essay 
much of the tone 
and perspective was 
written in the con-
text of permanency; more specifically my experience 
growing up adopted.  In this essay I would like to re-
flect on this same dynamic, but broaden it to all chil-
dren and families… not only children that were 
adopted, or families and children involved in this na-
tion’s child protection and foster care systems. 

As I have stated previously, everyone, at the most 
fundamental level, needs to know that their existence 
is acknowledged, affirmed and celebrated by someone 
else in this world. 

There are many things that many of us take for 
granted as adults.  Having meaningful relationships 
with other individuals is one of those things.  We 
know that many children with foster care experience 

throughout this country, through no fault of their own, 
go through the rest of their lives without being able to 
effectively develop and sustain such relationships.  
This is but one relationship dynamic that frequently 
results from growing up in less stable, less supportive 
and less nurturing environments. 

This experience is shared by many children and 
adults that have no foster care experience at all.  Not 
all families that “stay together” necessarily provide the 
most nurturing and supportive environments. 

When I refer to family and child well-being I am 
talking about more than just the well-being of families 
and children caught up in this nation’s child protection 
and foster care systems.  I am talking about the well-
being of all children, families and communities.  We 

cannot assume that all 
children that grow up 
without child welfare 
system intervention in 
fact enjoy the benefits 
of a healthy, nurturing 
and affirming family 
environment.  Most of 

us need not look very far to see this. 
One of our collective challenges is to ensure that all 

children grow up in a supportive, nurturing and 
healthy environment.  What institutional mechanisms 
do we have in place to support and enhance the devel-
opmental experiences of this large number of families 
and their children, especially poor and African Ameri-
can?  All of us can play a role in making this a reality, 
including public child welfare systems throughout the 
country. 

Indeed, no single person, organization or institution 
can do everything; however, every one of us can do 
something.  And I suspect that many of us can do 
more than we are currently. 

“What institutional mechanisms do we 
have in place to support and enhance the 
developmental experiences of this large 
number of families and their children, es-
pecially poor and/or African American?” 



Public child welfare systems also have a role to 
play.  Granted, this would mean a broadening of the 
mission and purpose of many of this nation’s public 
child welfare agencies/systems, but it is very much 
possible and necessary. 

Public child welfare agencies throughout this coun-
try were created in the spirit of “saving children” from 
what “professionals” deemed (and still deem) to be 
unsafe home environments and unfit parents.  The 
challenge of child welfare in this country has often 
been discussed within the context of how to most ef-
fectively and efficiently “protect” children from abu-
sive and neglectful parents.  Child welfare systems 
have not generally allocated substantial resources to 
support the development and strengthening of fami-
lies not seen as needing emergency intervention.  Nor 
has this even been a significant component of most 
public agencies’ broader mission and purpose. 

Many public child welfare systems searching for 
ways to reduce racial disproportionality and racially 
disparate outcomes in their respective child welfare 
systems (to their credit) are beginning to explore these 
very dynamics within their respective child welfare 
systems.  They are finding that diverting many fami-
lies to appropriate community-based services and pro-
grams, before CPS intervention is deemed necessary, 
significantly improves the outcomes and well-being of 
the families and communities involved. 

Indeed this speaks to a different role for most public 
child welfare systems.  It requires public child welfare 
agencies to become more familiar with the strengths, 
assets and resources available within communities.  It 

requires the public child welfare agency to develop 
partnerships with many of the community organiza-
tions, community leaders and community organizers 
they have up until now been less familiar with. 

Moreover, it speaks to the need for greater flexibil-
ity by child welfare agencies (and human service sys-
tems more broadly) in deciding how to allocate re-
sources to most effectively respond to the real needs of 
children and families… before a crisis emerges. 

Public child welfare systems moving in this direc-
tion should be commended for their efforts, as well as 
encouraged to continue expanding these efforts.  Other 
child welfare systems should be encouraged to move 
in this direction.  Child welfare systems can not do it 
alone.  Nor are they likely to sustain such efforts with-
out the continuous oversight and pressure from the 
broader community and committed community-based 
organizations. 

The challenge confronting us is clear.  The sense of 
urgency is also clear to those of us close to this work.  
Let our collective action tell the story of our commu-
nity’s determination and commitment to our families.  
Let our determination and collective action affirm the 
right of our children to exist and develop to their full-
est potential.  We can do this!   -   OAM 

Note:  If you know of any community-based programs or 
public agencies in your community that are doing exem-
plary work, please share that information with us.  We 
would love to hear about it and share it with others via the 
Institute’s website. 

The author of this essay, Oronde Miller, can be reached 
via email at omiller@ifcwb.org. 
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